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Abstract 
The same properties of graphs of degree at most k, where k is a fixed integer, can be expressed 
by monadic second-order formulas using edge and vertex quantifications as well as by monadic 
second-order formulas using vertex quantifications only. It is also proved that, for expressing 
properties of undirected graphs, an auxillary orientation does not increase the expressive power 
of monadic second-order logic. Similar results hold for partial k-trees (for fixed k), for planar 
graphs, and more generally, for the graphs that do not contain some fixed graph as a minor. 
These results are related with the possibility of testing graph properties in polynomial time for 
graphs generated by context-free graph-grammars of various types. 
0. Introduction 
A graph can be considered as, or rather can be represented by a logical structure. 
This can be done in several ways. One of them consists in taking as domain of the 
structure the set of vertices, and representing by a binary relation the existence of 
edges. Hence, graph properties can be expressed by logical formulas and classified 
according the logical languages in which these formulas are written. 
In this perspective,first-order logic is not very useful because it cannot express basic 
graph properties like connectivity or planarity. It can only express local properties like 
k-regularity for fixed k as shown by Gaifman [23]. 
Second-order logic, where quantified variables may denote arbitrary n-ary relations 
on the domain of the structure (here the set of vertices), is quite powerful. Most graph 
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properties can be written in this language, and Fagin has proved that a graph 
property is NP iff it is expressible by an existential second-order formula [22]. Logical 
characterizations of complexity classes have been since extensively investigated (see 
the survey papers by Immerman [25] and Kannellakis [27]). 
The present paper is part of a series devoted to the study of graph properties 
expressible in monadic second-order logic [9-131. This language is the restriction of 
second-order logic where second-order quantifications are limited to unary relations, 
that is, to subsets of the domain, hence, in the case taken as an example, to sets of 
vertices. 
Monadic second-order logic enjoys several interesting decidability properties that 
are not valid for second-order logic, even for its existential fragment. In the following 
we present these properties: 
Property 1. Every MS (i.e., monadic second-order) graph property is decidable on the set 
of graphs generated by a context-free graph grammar. 
Property 2. If P is a MS property, ifa graph G is given by a derivation tree T, relative to 
a context-free graph grammar, one can decide in time O(size(T)) whether G satisjies P or 
not. 
The representation of a graph by a logical structure that we have mentioned at the 
beginning is not the only possible one. The domain of the structure representing 
a graph can alternatively consist of the vertices and the edges (basic predicates can 
make possible to distinguish vertices from edges). If one uses this alternative construc- 
tion one can also write MS formulas with quantified variables denoting edges and sets 
of edges. Some properties, like the existence of Hamiltonian circuits, cannot be written 
in MS logic without edge quantifications. 
Hence, we have two variants of MS logic. Accordingly, Properties 1 and 2 have two 
instances, corresponding to several types of context-free graph grammars. 
Case 1: Context-free means: defined by a hyperedge replacement graph grammar, 
[4, 241, and MS formulas can be written with edge and vertex quantifications. 
Case 2: Context-free means: defined by a conjluent NLC graph grammar [S], or by 
a confluent edNCE graph grammar [18], and MS formulas are in this case limited to 
vertex quantifications. 
Since the set of partial k-trees is definable by a hyperedge replacement grammar for 
each k, Property 2 used in Case 1, covers a lot of well-known examples of NP- 
complete graph properties that can be decided in polynomial time on partial k-trees, 
for a fixed k. (See [2] for an extensive list of such properties.) 
In the present paper, we exhibit classes of (simple) graphs for which the expressive 
power of MS logic is the same with and without edge quantifications. These classes are 
the class of graphs of degree at most k (for a fixed k) on one hand, and the class of all 
graphs that do not contain a fixed graph as a minor on the other. As a consequence, 
the main result also holds for the class of partial k-trees (for fixed k) and for the class of 
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planar graphs. In all these situations, the grammars of Case 2 are no more powerful 
than those of Case 1. 
We also investigate whether the orientation of edges affects the expressibility in 
monadic second-order logic of the properties of the underlying undirected graphs. 
Our answer is that it does not for these classes of graphs. 
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminary notions concerning MS logic and the 
definability of a logical structure in another one by MS formulas are the subject of 
Section 1. The main results are presented in detail and their significance is discussed in 
Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 present technical results, all of them based on the existence 
of appropriate vertex colorings. The applications to graphs of bounded degree are 
presented in Section 5, together with a discussion of a result of Ajtai and Fagin [l]. 
The applications to the graphs that do not contain a fixed graph as a minor, to partial 
k-trees and to planar graphs are given in Section 6. This section contains nontrivial 
constructions of certain “good” colorings of k-trees and of planar graphs. 
1. Monadic second-order logic and its use for expressing graph properties 
We review or introduce the following notions: relational structures, monadic 
second-order logic, specification by monadic second-order formulas of a structure in 
another one, definable transductions of structures, structures defining graphs, and 
definable sets of graphs. 
Definitions 1.1. Let R be a finite ranked set of symbols such that each element Y in 
R has a rank p(v) in N +. A symbol r in R is considered as a p(v)-ary relation symbol. 
An R-(relational) structure is a tuple S = (Ds, (I&) where DS is a finite (possibly 
empty) set, called the domain of S, and rs is a subset of D$“’ for each r in R. We denote 
by Y(R) the class of R-structures. Two isomorphic structures are considered as equal. 
We review monadic-second-order logic briefly. Its formulas, intended to describe 
properties of structures S as above, are written with variables of two types, namely 
lowercase symbols called object variables x,x’, y, . . . denoting elements of DS, 
and uppercase symbols called set variables X, Y, Y’, . . . , denoting subsets of DS. The 
atomic formulas are x = y, xEX, X c Y, r(xl, . . . , x,) (where n = p(r)), and formulas 
are formed with Boolean connectives and quantifications over the two kinds of 
variables. 
In order to facilitate proofs we shall use a syntactival variant that we now describe. 
We shall denote by Lt’(R, W) the set of formulas of monadic second-order logic 
written with the symbols of R, and with free variables in W, where W is a set of set 
variables. The atomic formulas are: 
X c Y, and r(X, , . .., X,), where JI = p(r). 
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If X,Y,XI, . ..) X, denote subsets X, Y,X,, . .., X, of Ds, where SEY(R), then 
these formulas are true iff, respectively: 
dc r, rs(x1, . . ..x.) holds, where for each i = 1, . . . . n, xi~Xi. 
The formulas of _Y(R, W) are formed with the Boolean connectives 1 and v , and 
existential quantifications. 
Let S be an R-structure, let cp E 9(R, W), and let y be a W-assignment in S, i.e., y(X) 
is a subset of Ds for every variable X in W (we write y : W -+ S to be short). We say 
(S, y) != cp iff cp holds in S for y, and S k cp in the case where cp has no free variable. A set 
of R-structures L is definable if it is the set of R-structures where some formula cp in 
.9(R) holds. 
It is clear that every formula written in the large syntax can be translated into an 
equivalent one written in the restricted syntax. In order to make formulas more 
readable, we shall use some abbreviations: 
X=Y forXGYr\ YEX, 
X=0 forVY[YGX*XG Y-J, 
sgl(X) for VY[Y E X * Y = $‘I v Y = X] (meaning that X is singleton). 
Object variables x, y, x1, . . . , xk can be considered as set variables denoting single- 
tons. This means that 
3x. cp stands for 3x[sgl(x) A ~1, 
Vx . cp stands for Vx[sgl(x) * cp], 
x E Y stands for x z Y. 
For every assignment y : W -+ S, we shall assume that y(x) is singleton for every 
object variable x in W. We shall write y(x) = d instead of y(x) = {d}. 
Definition 1.2 (Relative dejnability of structures). A classical tool for proving the 
decidability of the theory of a structure S consists in defining this structure “inside” 
another one, say, T, the theory of which is known to be decidable. The definition of 
S in T is done by means of logical formulas that specify the domain of S as a subset of 
D, and that define the relations of S in terms of those of T. These formulas define an 
interpretation of the theory of S in that of T. See [33, 341 for examples of use of this 
technique, and [2] for its application to the construction of polynomial graph 
algorithms. 
We adapt this idea in such a way that the cardinality of S defined “inside” T can be 
larger than that of S. Since we are more interested by the construction of S in terms of 
T than by the theories of S and T (that are anyway decidable since S and Tare finite), 
we shall use another terminology that refers to transformations ofstructures and not to 
their theories. 
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Let R and R’ be two ranked sets of relation symbols. A relationfc Y(R) x 9(R’) is 
called a transduction: Y(R) + Y(R’). We consider it also as a total mapping: 
Y(R) -+ g(Y(R’)). (9 denotes the power set operation.) Hence, we write (S, S’) ~fas 
well as s’~f(S). The domain Dam(f) offis the set of structures S such thatf(S) is not 
empty. Iffis functional, i.e., iff(S) is empty or singleton for all S, we write S’ =f(S) 
instead of S’ ef(S). The transductionf- ’ = {(S’, S)l(S, S’) of} is called the inverse off: 
If L is a set of R-structures, then we letf(L): = {S’ Ed (S E L) be the image of L under 
f: If L’ is a set of R’-structures, we let 
f-‘(L’) := {SEY(R)I~(S)~L’ #@} 
be the inverse image of L’ under5 
We now come to definable transductions. Let W be a finite set of uppercase 
variables, called here the set of parameters. (It is not a loss of generality to assume that 
the parameters are set variables.) An (R’, R)-definition scheme is a tuple of formulas of 
the form 
q E~‘(R, W) (it is called the domain formula of A), 
pi E?Z(R,{X~} u W), i = 1, . . . . k, 
0r.j ~z(R,{x~,...,xp(r) ) u W) for r E R’, j E [klP(“)_ 
Let S EY(R), let y be a W-assignment in S. A structure s’ with domain 
Dss c Ds x [k] is defined by A in (S, y), if: 
Ds, = {(d, i)ld E Ds3 i E [k], (S,y,d) k li/;) (this set may be empty, while S’ is 
well-defined), 
wherej = (iI, . . . , i,) and t = p(r). (By (S, y, d,, . . ., d,) 1 O,.j, we mean (S, 7’) k 0,. j where y’ 
is the assignment extending y, such that y’(Xi) = di for all i = 1, . . . . t; analogous 
notations will be used in the sequel.) 
Note that S’ is associated in a unique way with S, y and d, so that we shall use the 
functional notation S’ = def,(S, y). In the special case where k = 1, we can replace 
D, x (1) by Ds so that Ds, G Ds, and the tuple A can be written more simply 
(cp, $, (e,),.,,,). We shall occasionally use the interval [0, k] = (0, 1, . . . . k} instead of 
[k] = (1, . . . . k}, SO that A of the form (cp, I//O, $1, . . . . $k, (e,,j)*ER’,jECO,k,~,,,) and, accord- 
ingly, Ds, is a subset of Ds x [0, k]. 
We denote by def,(S) the set of structures of the form def,(S, y) for some assignment 
y. If W = 8, then def,(S) is either empty or singleton. We write S’ = def, (S) if it is the 
singleton reduced to S’. A transduction f is definable if it is equal to def, for some 
definition scheme A of appropriate type. 
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The following proposition says that if T = def,(S, y), then the monadic second-order 
properties of T can be expressed as monadic second-order properties of (S, y), 
Let d = (Cp, $1, ...,$k,Cer, jlrsR, je[klP”’ be written with a set of parameters W. Let 
I/ be a set of uppercase variables disjoint from W. For every variable X in V, for every 
i= l,... , k, we let Xi be a new variable. We let p = {Xi\ X E V, i = 1, . . . , k}. For every 
r:v+P(D), we let y:V-+B(Dx[k]) be defined by y(X)= ~(X~)x{l} 
u ... u q(X,J x {k}. With this notation we have: 
Proposition 1.3. For every formula /3 in 9(R, V), one can construct a formula p in 
Z(R’, W u @ such that, for every S in Y(R’), for every p: W+ S, for every q : v+ S, we 
have; 
def,(S, ,u) is dejined (ifit is, it is denoted by T), 
y is a V-assignment in T, and (T, y) k /? 
ifs(S,ruk4~P. 
Proof. We take pequal to /? A cpw, Cisk (Vx. (X E Xi * $i(x))} where /? is construc- 
ted by induction on p as follows: 
l IfpisXG Y,thenbisX,E Y, A... r\X,c_ Y,. 
0 If p is r(X’ , . . . . X”), then [ is, 
3Y 1, . . ..Y") A YlEXf(l, * ..* A Y&q(“)) 
1 
(where we denote by j(i) the ith element of the sequence j). 
l If p is lpl, then /? is TB1, 
l if ,8 is & v /&, then @is /?I v ,&, 
0 ifbis 3X.pl, then his 3X1)..., Xk.jl. 
The verification that p^ satisfies the desired properties is easy by induction on the 
structure of p. 0 
It follows in particular that if Y is a class of structures having a decidable monadic 
theory (i.e., such that one can decide whether a given closed monadic second-order 
formula cp holds in all structures S in 9’) and if 9” = def,(Y) then Y’ also has 
a decidable monadic theory. See [34] for a systematic use of this technique. 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of the previous one (see [l 1,141). 
Corollary 1.4. The composition of two deJinable transductions is definable. The inverse 
image of a dejinable set of structures by a de$nable transduction is dejinable. 
(By the composition off: 9’(R) + Y(R’) and g: .Y(R’) + Y(R”), we mean the trans- 
duction h : 9’(R) + Y(R”) such that h(S) is the union of the sets g(S) for all structures 
s’ inf(S).) 
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The image of a definable set of structures under a definable transduction is not 
definable in general. For example, the transduction that duplicates a structure, i.e., 
that transforms S into S u S’ where s’ is an isomorphic copy of S disjoint with S is 
definable. But the set of structures of the form S u s’ with S,s’ as above is not 
definable in monadic second-order logic, basically because one cannot express the 
existence of isomorphisms in this logical language. We omit the technical details and 
refer the reader to [9]. 
Lemma 1.5. Let f and g be two de$nable transductions: 9’(R) + Y(R’). Then the 
transduction f u g : Y(R) + Y(R’) is dejinable. 
Proof. Let A and A’ be two definition schemes defining respectively f and g. Without 
loss of generality we can assume that their respective sets of parameters, Wand IV, are 
disjoint. By combining A and A’ one can build A” definingf v g with set of parameters 
IV” : = WV W’ u {Z} where Z$ W u W’. The new parameter Z is used as follows. Let 
v be a V-assignment in a structure S. If v(Z) = 8, the part of A” coming from A is 
used, i.e., the structure def,-(S, v”) is equal to def,(S, v 1 w) (and undefined if 
def,(S, v t W) is undefined). If v(Z) # 8, then, the part of A” coming from A’ is used, and 
def,,,(S, v”) = def,(S, v t IV). We do not give a detailed construction. We only indicate 
that if A = (cp, til, . . . . $k, Q,, j, . . .) and A’ = (cp’, $;, . . . , $k, e:,j, . ..) then A” is of the 
form (cp”, $;‘, . . . , Il/;, Ozj, . . .) where p = Maxim, k} and cp” is the formula 
(Z = 8 A cp) v (l(Z = 8) A cp’). We omit the remaining details. Cl 
Definitions 1.6 (Graphs). By a graph, we mean a finite directed or undirected graph. As 
much as possible, we shall treat directed and undirected graphs simultaneously. 
Hence, unless otherwise mentioned, a statement concerning sets of graphs applies to 
sets of directed as well as to sets of undirected graphs. An edge the two ends of which 
are identical is called a loop. A graph is simple if for every two (possibly identical) 
vertices x and y, there is at most one edge linking either x to y, or y to x. 
If G is directed graph, we denote by und(G) the undirected graph obtained from G by 
forgetting the orientations of edges. With our definition of a simple graph, the 
mapping und maps a simple directed graph to a simple undirected graph. 
If G is undirected, an orientation H of G is any directed graph H such that 
und(H) = G. If G is directed, a reorientation qf G is any directed graph H such that 
und(H) = und(G). 
In a directed graph, we say that an edge links x to y if the origin of this edge is x and 
its target is y. In an undirected graph, an edge links x to y iff it links y to x. We shall 
also say that an edge links x and y if the graph is undirected or if the direction is 
irrelevant. 
The degree of a vertex in a graph is, as usual, the number of incident edges, where 
incident loops are counted twice. The degree of a graph is the maximum degree of its 
vertices, and the degree of a set of graphs is the least upperbound (in N u { co )) of the 
degrees of its members. We denote by DEG, the set of all graphs of degree at most m. 
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Definition 1.7 (Relational structures representing graphs). With a graph G, we can 
associate two relational structures denoted by 1 GI1 and 1 G12. The first one is 
1 G ( 1 : = ( Vo, edg,) where V, is the set of vertices of G, and edg, is a binary relation 
such that, for all x, y in V,, it holds that edg,(x, y) iff there is an edge linking x to y. If 
G is undirected, then edg, is symmetric. 
We now define the second relational structure associated with a graph. Its set of 
edges is part of the domain. For every graph, G, we let 1G12 := (DG, edg&) where 
DG : = V, u EG (let us recall that EG is the set of edges of G, and that this set is 
assumed to be disjoint from V,). We let edgk (x, y, z) hold iff x is an edge linking y to z. 
Note that an element x of DG is an edge iff it satisfies the formula 3y, z.edgh (x, y, z). 
This shows that a formula can distinguish edges from vertices, so that there is no harm 
in putting edges and vertices together in the domain of the structure representing G. If 
G is undirected, then, for every x,y,z. 
edg’,(x, y, z) holds iff edgh (x, z, y) holds. 
Let us consider in general, a mapping G + I GI from a class of graphs % into a class 
of relational structures. We say that G in +Z is faithfully represented by ( G I if any two 
graphs G and G’ in %? are isomorphic iff the structures (GI and IG’( are isomorphic. 
Hence ) G II does not represent faithfully G: since 1 G II does not express the multiplicity 
of edges, several nonisomorphic graphs may have the same associated structures. On 
the other hand, a simple graph G is faithfully represented by the structure 1 GI1. By 
contrast, it is clear that every graph G is faithfully represented by (G12. 
The representation of graphs by logical structures makes it possible to express their 
properties by logical formulas. More precisely, we shall say that a property P of 
graphs G in %? can be expressed by a logical formula cp via the representation I GJ, if, for 
every G in %‘, P(G) holds iff 1 G 1 b q. 
In the present paper, we deal with one logical language (monadic second-order 
logic) and two representations of graphs by logical structures (namely I . ( 1 and I . 12). 
Two classes of MS graph properties (i.e., of properties expressible by MS formulas) 
arise from these representations. 
We shall say that a graph property is expressible in monadic second-order logic 
with vertex quantijications only if it is via the representation I . I 1. We shall say that it is 
expressible in monadic second-order logic with vertex and edge quantijcations if it is 
via the representation l.12. In the former case, we say that the property is I-dejnable 
and in the latter case that it is 2-dejinable. For every set of graphs L, we denote by I Lli 
the set { ( G Jil GEL}, for i = 1 or 2. We say that a set of graphs L is i-definable where 
i = 1 or 2, if the set of structures 1 Lli is definable. It is easy to see that every formula cp in 
_‘Z( {edg)) expressing a property of a simple graph G can be rewritten into a formula in 
dP({edg’)) expressing the same property. Hence, every l-definable property of simple 
graphs is 2-definable, and every l-definable set of simple graphs is 2-definable. 
The converse does not hold, as shown by the following example due to Seese. That 
a simple undirected graph has a Hamiltonian cycle can be expressed by a formula in 
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y( {edg’}), with quantifications on sets of edges [9, Proposition 3.84 but cannot be 
by a formula in _Y’({edg]). To see this, consider, the complete bipartite undirected 
graph K,, ,,,. It is Hamiltonian iff n = m; from a formula cp in T( {edg}) expressing that 
an undirected graph G belongs to L, one could obtain a MS formula $(X, Y) 
expressing that two disjoint sets X and Y are of equal cardinality; we know by the 
results of [9, Proposition (3.9)] that no such formula exists. 
The representation of graphs by logical structures makes it also possible to specify 
graph transductions as definable transductions of structures. We shall say that 
a graph transduction f is (i,j)-definable, where i,jE { 1,2), if the transduction of 
structures { (1 G Ii, ) H lj) 1 H ef(G)} is definable. This means that the structures 1 H Ij are 
definable in the structures (G Ii, for all H in f(G), in a uniform way. If K is a set of 
graphs, we shall say that a transduction f is (i, j)-dejinable on K if its restriction to 
K coincides with that of some (i,j)-definable transduction. 
In the present paper, we shall compare the four structures 1 G 1 1, I G 12, I und(G) I 1 and 
Jund(G)12 associated with a directed graph G, with respect to the expressive power of 
monadic second-order logic. More precisely, we shall relate these structures by means 
of definable transductions. The following proposition is fairly straightforward to 
establish. 
Proposition 1.8. (1) The identity is (2,1)-de$nable. 
(2) The mapping und is both (1, I)- and (2,2)-definable. 
The first assertion means that for an arbitrary graph G, the structure lG[i, is 
definable in 1 G12, and the second that I und(G))i is definable in ( G(i, for i = 1,2: in each 
case, the transformation is a “weakening” of the structure. We will consider several 
classes of graphs for which the converse definability results hold. It will follow that in 
each of these cases, the same graph properties of the underlying undirected graphs are 
expressible in MS logic with and without edge quantifications, with and without using 
auxiliary orientations. 
Let us note that first-order and (full) second-order logic are both equally powerful 
for expressing properties of simple graphs via the representations I.Ii and ).12. A quan- 
tification of the form: “there exists an edge x such that . . .” can be replaced by “there 
exist vertices y and z such that . . .” and similarly, a quantification on n-ary relations on 
the set of edges can be replaced by a quantification on 2n-ary relations on the set of 
vertices. Hence the distribution between the two representations of graphs is relevant 
for monadic second-order logic only. 
2. The main results 
We now present our main results and discuss their significance. 
General assumption. Unless otherwise stated, all graphs considered below are 
simple and loop-free. Hence, “graph” will mean “simple loop-free graph”. Let us recall 
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that our notion of a simple graph is quite strict since it does not allow the existence of 
a pair of edges linking x to y and y to x. From this definition, it follows that und(G) is 
simple (and undirected) if G is simple and directed. 
We restrict ourselves to simple graphs in order to eliminate the possibility of graph 
properties depending on the multiplicity of edges, because these properties are 
trivially not l-definable. Hence, we can focus our attention on classes of graphs for 
which edge quantifications are not a priori necessary. 
The restriction to loop-free graphs is introduced just to simplify the proofs. From 
the logical point of view, a loop is just a vertex that is the two ends of some edge. 
Hence quantifications on loops or sets of loops can be easily written in 9( { edg}). It 
follows that all the results stated below extend to the graphs of the corresponding 
classes augmented with at most one loop at each vertex. The main part of the 
following theorem has been obtained jointly with Seese. 
Theorem 2.1. Let k E N +. The identity is (1,2)-definable on the sets of directed and of 
undirected graphs of degree at most k. The transduction und- ’ is (1, l)- and (2,2)-defin- 
able on the set of undirected graphs of degree at most k. It follows that for every set of 
graphs L c DEGk (either of directed or of undirected graphs), the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) L is 1-dejnable, 
(ii) L is 2-definable. 
Furthermore if L is a set of undirected graphs, then they are equivalent to the following 
ones. 
(iii) L = und(L’) for some l-definable set L’ of directed graphs, 
(iv) L = und(L’) for some 2-dejinable set L’ of directed graphs. 
The next theorem states fully similar results for other families of graphs. 
We shall denote by PLANAR the family of planar graphs. We shall denote by PTk 
the family of directed and undirected partial k-trees. (Partial k-trees are undirected 
finite loop-free simple graphs. A directed partial k-tree is any orientation of a partial 
k-tree. See [32] and Section 6 below for precise definitions). If H and G are undirected 
graphs, we say that H is included in G as a minor (or that H is a minor of G), if it is 
isomorphic to a graph obtained from G by edge contractions, and edge and vertex 
deletions. (When deleting an edge, we keep its vertices; when deleting a vertex we 
remove also its incident edges; loops and multiple edges can be created by edge 
contractions, but they are eliminated by edge deletions). If G is directed, then its 
minors are those of und(G). We shall denote by FORB(H1, . . . , H,) the class of all 
directed and undirected graphs that do not contain any of the undirected graphs 
H 1, . . . . H, as a minor. It is well-known that PLANAR = FORB(K3,3, K,) (see [S]), 
and that for each k, PTk = FORB(HI, . . ., H,), for some graphs HI,. .., H, (by Rober- 
tson and Seymour [36]). However, this list of graphs is known only in the cases k = 1, 
2,3. (See [3]; an algorithm by Lagergren and Arnborg [28] could make it possible to 
compute them for arbitrary values of k if it would be tractable.) 
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Theorem 2.2. The statements of Theorem 2.1 hold with DEGk replaced by PTk for 
any fixed integer k, by PLANAR, or more generally, by FORB(H) for any undirected 
graph H. 
In these two theorems, the implications (i) 3 (ii), (iii) 3 (iv), (i) =S (iii) and (ii) =S (iv) 
follow from Proposition 1.8 and hold for arbitrary sets of graphs. Consider (i) =S (ii). If 
ILli is definable, then so is [_!,I2 by Corollary 1.4 since it is the inverse image of 
a definable set under the transduction mapping ( GJz to 1 Cl1 which is definable by 
Proposition 1.8. This gives also the implication (iii) =S (iv). Consider now (i) *(iii). If 
L is a l-definable set of undirected graphs, then L = und(und- ‘(L)) and und- ‘(L) is 
1 -definable by Corollary 1.4 since und is (1 ,l)-definable (Proposition 1.8). The proof of 
(ii) *(iv) is similar. The other implications of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 only hold for 
graphs that are somehow bounded. 
We now explain why it is useful to know that a set of graphs is a-definable, and why 
we get more results if it is l-definable rather than 2-definable. We recall a few results 
concerning graph-grammars of several types. (We do not recall the definitions of 
graph-grammars. It is actually not necessary to know them in detail in order to 
understand the following discussion.) 
We refer the reader to [4, 9, 11, 15, 24, 291 for HR (hyperedge replacement) 
graph-grammars. (These grammars can be considered as context-free: see [4, 83.) In 
particular they are confluent which means that every derivation sequence can be 
described by a derivation tree, and that all derivations having the same derivation tree 
produce the same result. These grammars generate labelled graphs with possibly 
multiple edges, and even hypergraphs. In this discussion, we only consider those 
generating simple directed loop-free graphs. The following theorem collects several 
results proved in [9, lo] (see also the tutorial [15]). We denote by L(T) the set of 
graphs generated by a grammar r. 
Theorem 2.3. Let L be a 2-definable set of directed graphs. Let T be a HR grammar. 
(1) One can construct a HR grammar generating L n L(T). 
(2) For every derivation tree t of r, one can decide in time O(size(t)) whether the graph 
in L(T) it defines belongs to L. 
(3) One can construct an algorithm that, for any given directed graph G, gives in time 
O(card(V,) . (card(E,) + 1)) the following correct answers: 
6) G$L(T), 
(ii) G E L (without saying whether G E L(T)), 
(iii) G#L (without saying whether G E L(T)). 
Note that if GE L(T), one obtains either the answer (ii) or (iii). 
The following theorem concerns the CNLC (confluent node labeled controlled) graph 
grammars, introduced in [8]. These grammars generate sets of simple loop-free 
undirected labelled graphs. The BNLC (boundary node labeled controlled) graph- 
grammars form a subclass of CNLC introduced earlier [37]. The C-edNCE graph- 
grammars, (C means “confluent”) investigated in [lS, 191 generate simple directed 
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labelled graphs. We restrict our attention to such grammars generating unlabelled 
graphs, i.e., to grammars having a set of terminal labels reduced to one symbol. 
Theorem 2.4 [8, 173. Let L be a 1-dejinable set ofundirected simple graphs. Let r be 
a CNLC (or a BNLC) graph grammar. 
(1) One can construct a CNLC (respectively a BNLC) grammar generating L(T) n L. 
(2) For every derivation tree t of r, one can decide in time O(size(t)) whether the 
graph in L(T) it dejines is in L. 
Similar statements hold if L is a l-definable set of directed graphs, and r is a C- 
edNCE grammar. 
We now compare the strengths of these two theorems. Since every l-definable set of 
graphs is 2-definable, the first theorem concerns a wider class of definable sets of 
graphs (denoted by L in the statements). On the other hand, the grammars of various 
types involved in the second one are more powerful than the HR grammars con- 
sidered in the first, for the following reasons. It is proved by Courcelle et al. [17] 
that every set of (simple) graphs generated by a HR grammar can be also generated 
by C-edNCE grammar. It is also proved that, by means of an appropriate coding, 
every set of graphs generated by a CNLC grammar can be also generated by 
a C-edNCE grammar. Finally, some sets of graphs like the set of all cliques are 
generated by BNLC, hence also by CNLC and by C-edNCE grammars, and cannot 
be generated by HR ones. See also [21] for a comparison of BNLC and HR 
grammars. 
We now consider what happens if, in Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we only consider sets of 
graphs included in DEGk for some fixed k, or in FORB(H) for any fixed undirected 
graph H: the notion of a 2-definable set is then no more powerful than that of 
a l-definable one. If we now consider grammars, the situation is quite similar. 
Theorem 2.5. Let r be a C-edNCE grammar. ZfL(r) G DEGk or if L(T) G FORB(H) 
for somejxed integer k or somefixed undirected graph H, then L(T) can be generated by 
a HR grammar. 
Proof. For every C-edNCE grammar r, the set of structures 1 L(T)\ 1 is the image of 
a recognizable set of finite trees under a definable transduction [lS, 191. Since the 
identity is (1,2)-definable on the sets DEGk and FORB(H) (by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) 
if either L(T) c DEGk or L(T) G FORB(H), we obtain by Corollary 1.4 that the set of 
structures 1 L(r)lz is the image of a recognizable set of finite trees under a definable 
transduction. The main result of Courcelle and Engelfriet [16] entails that L(T) is 
generated by a HR grammar. 0 
In the case where L(T) c DEGk the result is known from [29] if r is BNLC and 
from [20] if r is C-edNCE. The case where L(T) G FORB(H) covers the special cases 
where L(T) E PTk, for some k and L(T) c PLANAR. 
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Polynomial graph algorithms 2.6. From Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, one may hope to build 
polynomial algorithms able to decide whether a given graph G satisfies a (fixed) 
monadic second-order formula, i.e., is in the set of graphs L defined by this formula. 
Assertion (3) of Theorem 2.3 gives already a polynomial algorithm. The second 
assertions of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 give polynomial algorithms provided the con- 
sidered grammars have polynomial parsing algorithms, which is not always the case. 
(See [6, 29, 391; the parsing problem is NP-complete in general.) For BNLC gram- 
mars, the only (known) cases where there exist polynomial parsing algorithms concern 
grammars generating sets of finite degree [6, 371. Hence, we are back to the case of 
Theorem 2.3 by the aforementioned result of Lautemann or by Theorem 2.5. 
3. How to specify orientations by monadic second-order formulas 
A k-coloring of a graph G is a mapping c of VG into a set of cardinality k such that, if 
x and y are two adjacent vertices then c(x) # c(y). Unless otherwise mentioned, this set 
will be the set [k] of integers from 1 to k. We denote by COL, the family of graphs 
having a k-coloring. 
By exception to the general assumption made in Section 2, the following proposi- 
tion concerns graphs that are not necessarily simple (but are still loop-free). 
Proposition 3.1. For every k > 1, the transduction und _ ’ is (2,2)-dejinable on the set of 
k-colorable undirected loop-free graphs. 
Informally speaking, we can say that the structures 1 G I2 where G is in und- l(H), are 
definable in lH12, uniformly, i.e., by a fixed definition scheme, for every k-colorable 
undirected graph H, where the definition scheme depends only on k. 
Proof. Let G be directed graph. Let c be a k-coloring of G, and let Xi := c- ’ (i) for 
i=l , . .., k. Let Ei, j E EG be the set of edges linking x to y where XEX~, y~Xj, i,jE 
[k], i #j. We shall prove that lGlz is definable in lurid(G)))) in terms of the sets 
X 1, . . . , X,, and Ei,j, for i # j, 1 < i, j < k. The following claim is clear from the 
definitions. 
Claim. Let e be an edge of G with vertices x and y. Then, e links x to y iff there exist 
i,j such that x E Xi, y E Xj and e E Ei,j. 
Let us now assume that I HI2 is given, for some undirected graph H, as 
I H Iz = (V, u EH, edgh). We let W be the set of parameters consisting of X1, . . . , Xk, 
Ei, j where 1 < i, j < k, i # j. We let cp be the formula expressing the following 
conditions. 
(1) X1, . ..> X, are sets of vertices defining a coloring of H, 
(2) every edge of H belongs to one and only one of the sets Ei,j, 
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(3) every element of Ei, j is an edge having one vertex in Xi, and one vertex in Xj. 
We let 1 Cl, := (V, u EG, edg’,) where VG := VH, EG := EH, and, for every e in EG, 
every x, y in VG, 
edg’(e,x,y): o xEXi,yEXj,andeEEi,jforsomei,jin[’]. 
This can be summarized by 1 Glz = def,( (HI,, v) for some definition scheme A with 
set of parameters W (we do not write down A explicitly), where v denotes a 
W-assignment in H. Hence, if def, (I H 12, v) is defined, then H E COLk, and 
def, (1 H 12, II) = ( Cl2 for some G such that und(G) = H, and G E COLk. Conversely, if 
G is such that und(G) = H and G E COLk, then H E COLk and there exists an 
assignment v in H satisfying cp, such that I G I1 = def,( I H 12, v). q 
We shall now compare in a similar way the structures I G 1 i and (und(G) I I, where G is 
a (simple) directed graph. We introduce a new notion of coloring. A k-coloring c of 
G is good if, whenever there is an edge linking x to y, there is no edge linking a vertex 
with color c(y) to a vertex with color c(x). In other words, if x and y are adjacent 
vertices, then their colors c(x) and c(y) determine whether the edge links x to y or y to 
x. We denote by gCOLk the set of directed graphs having a good k-coloring. It is not 
hard to see that the directed trees (where edges are directed in such a way that every 
vertex is reachable from the root by a directed path) are all in gCOL3: on each path 
from the root, one uses the colors 1,2, 3, 1,2,3, 1, etc. (See Section 6 for the extension 
of this to k-trees.) 
The following more precise formulation will be useful. Let C be a directed graph 
called a graph ofcolors. A C-coloring of a directed graph G is a graph homomorphism 
c: G + C, i.e., a mapping c:V, -+ Vc such that, if there is an edge from x to y in G, then 
there is an edge in C from c(x) to c(y). By the assumption that all graphs are simple and 
loop-free (see the beginning of Section 2) which applies to C, if there is in C an edge 
c -+ c’, there is no edge c’ + c, hence, every C-coloring is good. Conversely, from 
a good coloring of G, it is not hard to construct a graph of colors C such that this 
coloring is a C-coloring. Hence, gCOLk is the set of directed graphs having a C- 
coloring with Card(Vc) d k. 
Proposition 3.2. For every k > 1, the transduction { ( IHI1, I Glr)l G E gCOLk, H = 
und(G)} is de$nable. 
Proof. Let GEgCOL,, let c be a C-coloring of G, with Vc = [k]. Let Xi =‘c-‘(i) 
for all i. The orientations of the edges of G can be determined as follows from the 
coloring c. 
Claim. If x and y are distinct adjacent vertices in G, then the edge linking them goes 
from x to y iff x E Xi, y~Xj for some i, j in [k] such that there is in C an edge from 
i to j. 
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Let us now consider (HI, associated with some undirected graph H. We let 
X i, . . . . Xk be subsets of Vw We let cpc express the following conditions. 
(i) X i, . . . . Xk define a coloring of H, 
(ii) for every two adjacent vertices x and y, if i and j are such that x E Xi and y E Xj, 
then i and j are adjacent in C. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then there is a unique directed graph G such that 
und(G) = H and the mapping c associated with Xi, . . . . Xk [by c(x) = i iff XE Xi) is 
a C-coloring of G. Furthermore 1 G 1 1 is definable in ( HI 1 in terms Xi, . . . , Xk. Hence, 
the transduction {(I H I 1, I G I 1)/ H = und(G), G has a C-coloring) is definable. 
The union of the finitely many definable transductions associated in this way with 
the finitely many directed graphs C such that Vc = [It] is definable by Lemma 1.5. 
This transduction is the desired one. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let k 2 1. (1) For every 2-definable set L of directed graphs included in 
COLk, the set und(L) is 2-definable. 
(2) For every 1-dejinable set L of directed graphs included in gCOLk, the set und(L) is 
1-dejinable. 
Proof. (1) Observe that for every set of graphs, und(L) = (und- ‘)- l(L). If L c COLk 
then und(L) s COLk, and the result follows from Corollary 1.4 since und-’ is 
(2, 2)-definable on COLk. 
(2) Let L E gCOLk be such that L = {G 1 G is directed, I GI i k cp} for some formula 
cp in T({(edg}). It follows from Propositions 3.2 and 1.3 that there exists a formula 
(p in .Z( (edg}) such that for every graph G, lund( 1 (p iff 1 Glr l= cp and G E gCOLk. 
Hence, und(L) is l-defined by I$. q 
Remarks 3.4. There exists a l-definable set of directed graphs L such that L’ = und(L) 
is not l-definable. We let LK be the set of acyclic tournaments (directed cliques). This 
set is l-definable. The binary relation on its set of vertices defined by x < y iff there is 
an edge from x to y is a strict linear order of VG for every G in LK. It follows from 
[9, Proposition 6.71 that a MS formula can be constructed to express that a graph G in 
LK has an even number of vertices. Hence, the set L = {GE L,(Card(VG) is even} is 
l-definable. It is also proved in [9, Proposition 6.21 that there is no MS formula q(X) 
expressing that a set X has an even number of elements. It follows that und(L), namely 
the set of cliques with an even number of vertices is not l-definable. 
The situation is different for 2-definable sets of graphs because it is proved in [13] 
that und-’ is (2,2)-definable on the set of all graphs and not only on the sets COLk. It 
follows that und(L) is %-definable whenever L is 2-definable. 
These facts can be restated as follows in terms of auxiliary orientation. We have 
given an example of a property P of undirected graphs that is not l-definable, but is of 
the form: 
P(G) iff Z?(H) holds for some orientation H of G, 
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where 9 is a l-definable property of directed graphs. Hence, the use of auxiliary 
orientation increases the expressive power of MS formulas that do not use edge 
quantifications. On the other hand, the result of Courcelle [13] shows that the use of 
auxiliary orientation does not increase the expressive power of MS formulas in 
presence of edge quantifications. 
4. Replacing edge quantifications by vertex quantifications 
In this section, we consider classes of directed graphs G on which the identity is 
(1,2)-definable, i.e., such that the structure 1 Cl, is definable in the structure 1 GI 1. For 
sets of graphs included in these classes, l-definability is equivalent to 2-definability. 
Let G be a directed graph. A k-coloring c of G is semi-strong if for every two distinct 
vertices x and y such that there are edges linking x to z, and y to z, where z is a third 
vertex, the colors c(x) and c(y) are distinct. We denote by SSCOL, the set of directed 
graphs having a semi-strong k-coloring. (The notion of a semi-strong k-coloring is 
a weakening of the notion of a strong k-coloring, that we shall introduce below in 
Section 5.) 
Proposition 4.1. For every k 3 1 the identity on ssCOL, is (1, 2)-definable. 
Note that this transduction is functional, since we deal with simple graphs. 
Proof. Let G be a directed graph, and let c be a semi-strong k-coloring of G. For every 
edge e, let rep(e) be its representation, i.e., the pair (y, i) in VG x [k], where e links some 
x in c-‘(i) to y. This pair is uniquely associated with e provided some semi-strong 
k-coloring c is fixed. 
Claim. If e and e’ are two edges such that rep(e) = rep(e’), then e = e’. 
Proof of the claim. Let e,e’ both have the representation (y,i). Then e links some 
vertex x to y and e’ links some vertex x’ to y. The vertices x and x’ have the same color 
i, hence they cannot be distinct since c is semi-strong. Hence e = e’ since G is simple. 
We now continue with the proof of Proposition 4.1. It follows that EG can be 
defined as a subset of VG x [k]. We let A be the definition scheme (cp, $0, . . . . i,kk, 
(t?edp’,j)jsto, kj3) with set of parameters W = {Xi, . . . , X,}, defined as follows: 
(1) cp is the formula expressing that X1, . . . . X, are sets of vertices of G, defining 
a semi-strong k-coloring c in the usual way (i.e., with Xi = c-‘(i)). 
(2) The formulas tj0, . . . . tjk are such that, for every vertex x of G, 
l $,,(x) holds in lGll (one takes $,,(x) to be x = x), 
0 fori= l,..., k, $i(x) holds in 1 G (i iff there exists an edge linking y to x for some 
vertex y in Xi. 
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Our purpose is to have IG12 = defA(jGI1,v) where u is the assignment such that 
V(Xi) = c-‘(i), and c is any semi-strong k-coloring of G. More precisely, we aim to 
have, for every d in the domain of 1 G 12, 
l d represents a vertex x iff d = (x,0), 
l d represents an edge e iff d = (y, i) for some y E V,, some i E [k], and (y, i) = rep(e). 
(The domain of 1 G12 will be a subset of Vc x (0, 1, . . . . k}, with V, x (01 as set of 
vertices in an obvious way.) We now go on with the definition of A. 
(3) We let the formulas 0edg’,j, forj in [0, k13, be such that, in the structure S they 
define we have the following, for every x, y, z in V,, and every p, q, r in [0, k]: 
edg’~((x,p),(y,q),(z, ~1) holds iff PE Ckl, q = 0, r = 0, x = z, Y sXp, 
and edg, (y, z) holds. 
We now complete the proof. If G is a directed graph, c is a semi-strong k-coloring of 
G, and v is the W-assignment in 1 G ( I such that v(Xi) = c- r(i), then (1 G 1 1, v) satisfies cp. 
Hence, the structure S = defA(lGI1, v) is defined. Its domain is in bijection with 
V, u Ec (where (x, 0) corresponds to x in V,, and (x, i) to the unique edge e such that 
rep(e) = (x, i)). By the definition of the formulas eedg,,j, the structure S is isomorphic to 
IGlz. 
Conversely, if v is an assignment in G such that S = def,( I G 1 i, v) is defined, then the 
mapping c: VG + [k] such that c(x) = i iff x E Xi, is a semi-strong k-coloring of G. 
Again, by using the claim, we get as above that S is isomorphic to lGI1. 0 
We now consider the case of undirected graphs. We let %k be the set of undirected 
graphs {und(G) ( G E gCOLk n SSCOL,}. 
Proposition 4.2. For every k > 1, the identity is (1,2)-dejinable on Wk. 
Proof. The transduction mapping (HI, to IHIz for H in Vk is the composition of only 
mapping (HI 1 to { I GI r 1 H = und(G), GE gCOLk > that is definable by Proposition 3.2, 
of only mapping 1 G I1 to I GIZ, for G in ssCOL, that is definable by Proposition 4.1, and 
of only mapping 1 Glz to lund(G that is definable by Proposition 1.8. Hence it is 
definable by Corollary 1.4. 0 
5. Graphs of hounded degree 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 1. In this figure, we denote by 
G a directed graph, and we compare the various structures S, S’, that we can associate 
with G. An arrow S’ + S means that S is definable in s’ in a trivial way, because, 
informally, S is a weakening of S’ (see Proposition 1.8). An arrow S’(;S means that S is 
definable in S’ provided G belongs to the class of graphs %. 
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In order to facilitate comparisons, we introduce another notion of coloring, that is 
independent of orientations. A strong k-coloring of a graph G is a k-coloring c such 
that every two vertices at distance at most 2 have distinct colors. We denote by sCOLk 
the set of graphs having a strong k-coloring. 
The various notions of coloring we have introduced relate as follows (for directed 
graphs). 
SCOLk c SSCOL, t COLk 
A n 
gcoLk, c COL,, 
where k’ is a large enough integer associated with k (k’ > k). Let us recall that SSCOL, 
and gCOLkp are classes of directed graphs. The inclusion sCOL, c gCOLk, is the only 
nontrivial one, proved in Lemma 5.2 below. These inclusions are strict. 
Lemma 5.1. For every k, sCOLk E DEGk_ Ir and DEGk E sCOL, where m = k2 + 1. 
Proof. Let G be a graph in sCOL,. Each vertex is adjacent to at most k - 1 vertices, 
hence G is of degree at most k - 1. 
Let us now consider G of degree at most k. For every two distinct vertices x and 
y that are adjacent to a third one, let us add to G an edge linking x to y (unless there is 
already one). We obtain in this way a graph G’ 2 G, with VGz = VG, of degree at most 
k + k(k - 1). Since every graph of degree d has a (d + 1)-coloring, G’ has an m- 
coloring, where m = k*. This coloring is a strong m-coloring of G. 0 
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The graph C5 (a cycle with 5 vertices) is of degree 2 and has no strong m-coloring for 
m < 5 = 2’ + 1. Hence the value k2 + 1 is optimal in the case k = 2. 
Lemma 5.2. Let k > 1. Every directed strongly k-colorable graph has a good k. 3k-‘- 
coloring. 
Proof. Let G be a directed graph having a k-coloring c satisfying the following 
condition. 
If G has an edge from x to y and an edge from y to z, then c(x) # c(z). (5) 
This condition holds if c is a strong coloring. 
Let us take as set of colors the set T of triples of the form (a, i,/?) where ig [k], 
a G [k] - {i}, p c [k] - {i} - CC. It IS easy to verify that Card( 7’) = k. 3k- l. We define 
C: VG -+ T by letting Z(x) = (IX., c(x), B) where c( is the set {c(y)] there is an edge: y -+ x}, 
and B is the set {c(z) 1 there is an edge :x -+ z}. Since c is a coloring satisfying condition 
(S), we have M n p = 0 and i$a v B, hence the image by C of any vertex of VG is in T. 
Since c is a coloring, C is also a coloring. If x and y are adjacent vertices in G, then 
F(x) = (a, c(x), /?) and F(y) = (TV’, c(y), p’). If the edge is from x to y then: 
C(X)EU’ and cub. (1) 
If the edge is from y to x then: 
c(y)~ CI and c(x)E~‘. (2) 
Let us assume the first. If some other edge links y’ to x’ where 2(x’) = F(x) and 
F(y’), = Z(y), then we have by (2), 
c(y’) E cx and c(x’) E p’. (3) 
Hence we have c(y) E /I by (l), and c(y’) E a by (3), with c(y’) = c(y), since E(y’) = F(y). 
This gives CI n p # 8 contradicting the definition of T. This contradiction proves that 
C is a good coloring. More precisely, E is a C-coloring where Tis the set of vertices of C, 
and C has an edge from (a, i, /?) to (cl’,j, p’) iff j E fi and i E CC’. 0 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, that we recall for the reader’s 
convenience. 
Theorem 2.1 (Repeated). Let k E N +. The identity is (1, 2)-definable on DEGk. The 
transduction und- ’ is (1, l)- and (2,2)-dejinable on the set of undirected graphs of degree 
at most k. 
For every set of graphs L c DEG,, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L is 1-dejinable, 
(ii) L is 2-dejinable. 
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If furthermore L is a set of undirected graphs, then they are equivalent to the 
,following ones: 
(iii) L = und(L’) for some l-definable set L’ of directed graphs, 
(iv) L = und(L’) for some 2-definable set L’ of directed graphs. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, every directed graph of degree at most k has a semi-strong 
(k2 + 1)-coloring. Hence, by Proposition 4.1, the identity is (1,2)-definable on the class 
of directed graphs of degree at most k. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, every undirected graph 
of degree at most k belongs to %‘m where m = (k’ + 1)3k2. Hence, it follows from 
Proposition 4.2 that the identity is (1,2)-definable on the class of undirected graphs of 
degree at most k. 
The transduction und- ’ is (2,2)-definable on COL k+ 1 by Proposition 3.1, hence it is 
on the subclass DEGk. It is (1, 1)-definable on the class und(gCOL,) where m is as 
above, hence on the class of undirected graphs of degree at most k which is included in 
that class as we already observed. 
From the remarks made in Section 2, we only need to establish the implications 
(ii) a(i) and (iv) => (ii). 
(ii) a(i). We must prove that if a subset L of DEGk is 2-definable, then it is also 
l-definable. Let L be a set of directed graphs. If L G DEGk, we have L c sCOL, 
where m = k2 + 1 by Lemma 5.1, hence L G ssCOL,. Proposition 4.1 shows that the 
transduction I G) 1 + ) G Iz is definable on SSCOL,. It follows from Corollary 1.4 that 
the inverse image by this transduction of IL(,, namely the set of structures JLI,, is 
definable. Hence L is l-definable. 
Let us now consider similarily a set L of undirected graphs of finite degree d k. 
Every graph H in L belongs to KOL, where m = k2 + 1, by Lemma 5.1. Hence, every 
directed graph G such that und(G) = H belongs to ssCOL, and also to gCOL, for 
some large enough p > m (by Lemma 5.2). Hence L G %Y, and Proposition 4.2 yields 
that, if L is 2-definable, then it is l-definable (as above does Proposition 4.1 for a set 
L of directed graphs). 
(iv) * (ii). We only need to prove that if L = und(L’) where L’ is a 2-definable set of 
directed graphs included in DEGk, then L is 2-definable. This follows immediately 
from Corollary 3.3 since DEGk c COLk+ 1. 0 
Remarks 5.3 (Monadic C:formulas). We compare our results with those of Ajtai and 
Fagin [l]. For this comparison, we need the following preliminary definitions. 
A monadic second-order formula is monadic-C: if it is of the form 3X1, . . . , X, . cp 
where cp is a j&-order formula. This means that 43 can be written with object 
quantifications (i.e., quantifications on singletons, that we denote by lowercase vari- 
ables), with Boolean connectives, and with the atomic formulas of the forms x E X, 
x = y and r(xl, . . . . x,) (for r in R of arity n), where x, y, x1, . .., x, denote singletons and 
X is a set variable. 
If G is undirected and x and y are distinct vertices, we say that G is (x, y)-connected if 
there is a path linking x and y. If G is directed and x and y are distinct vertices, we say 
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that G is (x,y)-connected if there is a directed path beginning at x and ending at y. 
A monadic C i formula $(x, y) can be constructed to express that G, undirected and 
represented by the structure 1 G/r, is (x, y)-connected. The main theorem of [l] says 
that no such formula exists in the directed case. Another result of the same paper 
shows the existence of a formula ,u~(x, y) expressing the directed (x, y)-connectedness of 
graphs of degree at most k, with vertex quantifications only. We wish to consider the 
second result. If we allow edge quantifications, the existence of a path from x to y in 
a directed graph G can be expressed (in the structure 1 G 12) by the monadic C: formula 
y as follows. 
There exists a set of edges A, such that, 
(i) x is the origin of one and only one edge of A, and is the target of none of them, 
(ii) y is the target of one and only one edge of A, and is the origin of none of them, 
(iii) every vertex other than x or y, that belongs to an edge of A, is the origin of one 
and only one edge of A, and the target of one and only one edge of A. 
Let us prove that y expresses the desired property. If there is a path from x to y, then 
there is a shortest one. It has no circuit and the set of its edges, taken as set A, satisfies 
the above conditions. Conversely, from the edges of a set A satisfying conditions 
(iHiii), one can construct a unique maximal circuit-free path starting at x that 
terminates (necessarily) at y. 
Claim. For every k > 0, one can translate y into a monadic C i formula Yk such that, for 
every directed graph G, for every two distinct vertices x, y, IGIl 1 Yk(x, y) ifsG belongs to 
s!&oLk and is (x, y)-connected. 
This gives a slight extension of the second result of [l] since DEG, c ssCOLk for 
large enough k, whereas for any fixed k, the class ssCOLk contains graphs of 
unbounded degree. We now sketch the proof of our claim. Let k be fixed and suppose, 
A = (c’> $0, ...> $kr(oedg, j)jt[0,k13 
be the definition scheme constructed from k by the proof of Proposition 4.1. The 
formula cp, expressing that sets of vertices Xi, . . , Xk form a semi-strong k-coloring, is 
first-order. So are the other formulas Iclo, .. . . It/k, and B,, ,j of d. This definition 
schemes defines 1 G l2 in ( GI i, in terms of sets Xi, . . . , xk, where G is any graph G in 
ssCoL,. 
Proof of the Claim. It follows from Proposition 1.3 that every monadic C i formula p, 
to be interpreted in 1 G12, can be translated into a formula p, to be interpreted in 1 G Ii, 
and saying the same thing about G. The formula B has the form 3X1, . . . , Xk [cp A /i], 
and it is not hard to adapt the construction of Proposition 1.3, so as to ensure that /?is 
monadic-C: i.e., is of the form 3 Yi, . . , Y,,, p where /?’ is first-order. Hence p is 
equivalent to 3X1, . . . . Xk, Yi, . . . . Y,[q A p’] which is monadic-C:. 
The desired formula Yk is the result of this translation applied to y. This concludes 
the proof of the claim. 0 
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In the terminology of [l], this claim says that the set of directed (x, y)-connected 
graphs having a semi-strong k-coloring is monadic-Z i. 
More generally, for every set of directed graphs L that is 2-defined by a monadic 
C: formula, the set L n SSCOL, is l-defined by a monadic C: formula. Hence, this 
provides us with a technique for constructing monadic C: sets of graphs. 
6. Partial k-trees, planar graphs and graphs without a fixed minor 
In this section, we establish Theorem 2.2. We shall construct good and semi-strong 
colorings of appropriate orientations of k-trees, of planar graphs, and of the graphs 
belonging to FORB(H) for some fixed undirected graph H. 
A class Q? of directed and undirected graphs is fill if it is closed under the operations 
und and und- I. In other words, V is full iff it is of the form V u uud- ‘(V’) for some 
class V of undirected graphs. The classes DEGk, PT,, PLANAR, and FORB(H) are 
full. 
We let 9& be the class of directed graphs having a k-coloring that is good anli 
semi-strong. We let % ?& be the full class und- ‘(und(9,)) u und(BJ. 
Let us note that und(@J E Wk c und(W$ where wk is defined in Section 4. The first 
inclusion is clear from the definitions. For the second, one observes that if G has 
a k-coloring c that is good, and a k-coloring d that is semi-strong, then the k2-coloring 
f such that f(x) = (c(x), d(x)) is both good and semi-strong. 
The following proposition says that Theorem 2.1 holds with %gk instead of DEG,. 
Proposition 6.1. Let kE IV +. The identity is (1, 2)-definable on %6&. The transduction 
und-’ is (1, l)- and (2, 2)-definable on the set of undirected graphs belonging to %Bk. 
For every set of graphs L c %gk, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) L is 1-dejnable, 
(ii) L is 2-deJinable. 
Furthermore ifL is a set of undirected graphs, then they are equivalent to the following 
ones. 
(iii) L = und(L’) for some l-definable set L’ of directed graphs, 
(iv) L = und(L’) for some 2-definable set L’ of directed graphs. 
Proof. The identity is (1,2)-definable on the set of directed graphs belonging to %gk 
by Lemma 6.2. It is (1,2)-definable on the set of undirected graphs belonging to %9, 
by Proposition 4.2, because this class is contained in gk. The transduction und-’ is 
(2,2)-definable on the class of undirected graphs belonging to %gk by Proposition 3.1 
because this class is contained in COL,. It is (1, 1)-definable on the class of undirected 
graphs belonging to %9& by Proposition 3.2 because this class is contained in 
und(gCOLk). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 given in Section 5, we need only establish the 
implications (iv) * (ii) and (ii) Z- (i). 
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(iv) *(ii). Let L = und(Z) where L’ is some 2-definable set of directed graphs 
included in F&!,. Since 9-Wk E COLk it follows from Corollary 3.3(l) that L is 
2-definable. 
(ii) a(i). Let L be a 2-definable set of undirected graphs included in 99&. The 
definition of F.!9Zk implies that L -c Wk. Hence, L is l-definable because 1 LI, is the 
inverse image of the definable set 1 LIZ under the transduction mapping 1 G( i to 1 G I2 for 
G in w:k which is definable by Proposition 4.2. 
Let finally L be a 2-definable set of directed graphs included in 99&. It is 
l-definable by the following lemma, since 1 LI1 is the inverse image of a definable set by 
a definable transduction. q 
Lemma 6.2. Let m > 1. The transduction mapping ( G( i to ( Glz, where G is any directed 
graph in 99,,,, is definable. 
Proof. Let G be a directed graph in 9BM. There exists a subset E of EG, such that the 
graph G’ obtained from G by reversing the orientations of the edges in E, has an 
m-coloring that is good and semi-strong. We shall denote G’ by G(E) in order to have 
a functional notation. 
Let c be a good and semi-strong m-coloring of G’. Let Xi := c-‘(i) for each 
i=l , . . . , m. Let finally Yi be the set of vertices y such that some edge of E links (in G) 
y to x for some x in Xi. 
Claim 1. An edge linking y to x in G has the same directions in G(E) and in G ifs y$ Yi, 
where i is the unique integer such that x E Xi. 
Proof. Let e link y to x in G and i be such that x belongs to Xi. If y# Yi, then e does not 
belong to E, and e has the same orientation in G and G(E). If y belongs to Yi, then 
some edge e’ in E links y to x’ (in G) where x’ is in Xi. Hence e’ links x’ to y in G(E). We 
claim that x = x’. If this is not the case and e links x to y in G(E), then the coloring c of 
G(E) is not semi-strong; if e links y to x in G(E), then c is not good for G(E). In both the 
cases we get a contradiction, hence x = x’, and e = e’ is the edge in E as wanted. The 
orientations of e are opposite in G and in G(E). 
- 
We proceed with the proof of Lemma 6.2 and construct a bijection rep of EG onto 
a subset of VG x [ml, analogous to the bijection rep of the proof of Proposition 4.1, but 
based on the orientation of G(E). We let 
rep(e) := (x, i) if e links in G some vertex y to x, 
where y E Xi, y# Yj, and j is such that x E Xj. 
(Hence e$E and has the same orientations in G and G(E).) We also let 
rep(e) := (x, i) if e links in G the vertex x to some vertex y in Xi, and if XE Yi. 
(Hence eE E; its orientations are opposite in G and in G(E).) 
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Claim 2. The mapping rep IS a bijection of EG onto the set of pairs (x, i) such that: 
either there is an edge in G linking some vertex y in Xi to x, where y$ Yj and x E Xj, 
or there is an edge linking x to some vertex y in Xi and XE Yi. 
-. 
Proof of Claim 2. We first prove that rep 1s a well-defined mapping. For every e in EG, 
- 
one and only one of the two clauses defining rep(e) applies, because we have noticed 
that they correspond to the two exclusive cases where eeE and e$E. Let us now 
-. - - 
prove that rep IS one-to-one. Let us assume that rep(e) = rep(e’) = (x, i). We may have, 
the following cases (the orientations of edges are considered in G): 
(1) e:y -+ X, with Y E Xi, ye Yj, x E Xj and e’:y’ + X, with Y’ E Xi, Y’~ Yj. 
(2) e:y~x,withyEX,y4Yj,xEXiande’:x~y’,withy’EXi,~EYi. 
(3) c:x+y,withyEX,xEYiande’:x+y’,withy’EXi. 
In case (1) we have e, e’ linking y to x and y’ to x in G’, with y and y’ of the same 
color. This implies that y’ = y and e’ = e since c is semi-strong for G’. In case (3) the 
edges e and e’ link respectively y to x and y’ to x in G’. Again, y and y’ have the same 
color, hence, y = y’ and e = e’. In case (2) e links y to x, in G as well as in G’, and e’ 
links y’ to x in G’. As before, we get y = y’ and e = e’. 
Let us finally consider a pair (x, i) such that, in G either an edge e links y to x with y E Xi, 
y$ Yj and x E Xj, or an edge e links x to y where y E Xi and x E Yi. In both cases, we 
have @i(e) = (x, i). Hence rep is surjective on the desired subset of Vc x Cm]. 
-. 
It follows that, by using this mapping rep instead of the mapping rep of the proof of 
Proposition 4.1, one can define ( G\z in 1 G( i in terms of the sets Xi, . . . , X,, Y,, . . . , Y,. 
In particular, if a pair (x, i) represents an edge e of G, then the two exclusive cases of 
Claim 2 determine its origin and its target. (First-order formulas can do this job.) We 
let d be the corresponding definition scheme with set of parameters 
w= (Xi )...) x,, Yi )...) Ym>. Hence we have lG[z = def,((G( 1, v), where v assigns to 
x Y,,..., 1, . . . . Y,,, the sets defined above. 
What is missing is the domain formula of d. That formula should verify that 
arbitrarily given sets X1, . . . , X,, Y,, . . ., Y, are as needed. Let a directed graph G be 
given as a structure 1 G\ i. Let also Xi, . . . , X,, Yi, . . . , Y, be sets of vertices of G. Let us 
consider the following conditions on these sets: 
(i) X 1, . . . , X,, define an m-coloring of G, 
(ii) for every i E [ml, for every y in Yi there is an edge from y to some vertex x in Xi, 
(iii) for every triple of pairwise distinct vertices x, y, z such that XEX~, 
TEXT, ZEX~, we have 
l ifx-+z,y-,z,~#Y~,andy$Y, theni#j, 
l ifx-+z,z-,y,~+Y,,andzEY~theni#j, 
l ifz+x,z-ry,zEY,,andzEYjtheni#j. 
(iv) for every (not necessarly distinct) vertices x, y, z, t, respectively in Xi, Xj, Xk, Xh, if: 
l eitherx+yandx$Yj,ory-+xandyEYi, 
l eitherz+tandz$Y,,,ort+zandtEY, 
then, we do not have simultaneously j = k and i = h. 
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Let q be the formula expressing conditions (iHiv) (hence rp belongs to T({edg}, 
{X,, . . . . X,, Y,, . . . . Y,,,}). Let finally E(Xi, . . . . X,, Yi, . . . . Y,) be the set of edges of 
G linking some vertex y to some vertex x, with x # y, ye Yi, XEX; for some in [ml. 
The desired definition scheme d, now equipped with q as domain formula is complete. 
Claim 3. IfG,X1 ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y, satisfy conditions (iHiv) then X1, . . ..X., de$ne 
a good and semi-strong m-coloring of’ the graph G(E(X1,. .., X,, Y1, . . . . Y,))), and 
A dejines IG12 in lGll in terms ofX,, . . . . X,, Y1 ,..., Y,,,. 
Proof of Claim 3. Let G, X r, . . . . X,, Yi, . . . . Y, satisfy (i)+iv). The sets Xi, . . . . X, 
define an m-coloring of G. Let E = E(Xi, . . . , X,, Y,, ,.., Y,,,). Condition (iii) expresses 
that this coloring is semi-strong with respect to the orientation of edges in G(E), and 
condition (iv) that it is good. Condition (ii) expresses that the sets Yi, . . ., Y, are 
associated with Xi, . . . , X, and E as at the beginning. Hence d defines 1 G12 in 1 Gl, in 
terms of Xi, . . . . X,, Yi, . . . . Y,,,, by the first part of the proof. Cl 
Now, we can conclude the proof of Lemma 6.2. Hence to summarize, if G is a 
graph in und-‘(und(W,)), then there exist Xi, . . . . X,, Yi, . . . . Y,,, such that 
(IGli,Xi, . . ..X., Y,, . . . . Y,,Jb rp, and then (G12 = defA(JGI,,X1, . . . . X,, Y1, . . . . Y,,,). 
Conversely, if G is any directed graph such that (IG I r, Xi, . . . , X,, Yr, . . . , Y,,,) l= cp for 
some sets of vertices Xi, . . . . X,, Yi, . . . . Y,,,, then X1, . . . . X, define a good and semi- 
strong m-coloring of G(E(X1, . . . , X,, Y,, . . . , Y,)). Hence GE und-‘(und(W,)), and 
lGlz = defA(lGII,XI, . . ..X., YI, . . . . Y,,J. 0. 
In order to obtain Theorem 2.2 as a consequence of Proposition 6.1, it is sufficient 
to verify that for every undirected graph H, the set FORB(H) is included in 9=93?,,, for 
some large enough m, i.e., that every graph G in FORB(H) has an orientation G’ and 
an m-coloring that is good and semi-strong for G’, where m depends only on H. This 
will also establish Theorem 2.2 for partial k-trees and planar graphs, since they belong 
to sets of the form FORB(H) for fixed graphs H as recalled in Section 2. (See the 
remarks preceding Theorem 2.2.) However, we prefer to establish by separate proofs 
the cases of partial k-trees and planar graphs. The reasons are that these special proofs 
are simpler, and that the numbers m that they yield are smaller than those given by the 
general one. We first deal with partial k-trees. We need to orient them in a way that we 
now introduce. 
Definition 6.3 (Well-oriented cliques). For every k 2 1, the (undirected) clique Kk has 
a unique acyclic orientation, that we denote by WKk making it into the (unique) 
acyclic tournament with k vertices. We call this graph the well-oriented k-clique for 
homogeneity with further definitions. A k-clique in a graph G is a complete subgraph 
with k vertices. If such a clique is well-oriented, it can be denoted unambiguously by 
the sequence of its vertices (u i,..., Q), ordered in such a way that there is an edge 
linking vi to Uj whenever i < j. 
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Definition 6.4 (Well-oriented k-trees). Well-oriented k-trees are defined recursively as 
follows, with k fixed, k 3 1: 
(i) WKk is the unique well-oriented k-tree with k vertices; 
(ii) in order to construct a well-oriented k-tree G with n + 1 vertices (n >, k), one 
takes one, G’, with n vertices. One chooses a clique K in G’. This clique is necessarily 
well-oriented (see Lemma 6.5 and can be written (vl, . . . , v,J. One obtains G by adding 
to G’ a new vertex v and k new edges linking each Vi to v for i = 1, . . . . k. In this way, 
one extends K into a the well-oriented (k + 1)-clique (vl, . . . . vk, v) in G. 
The construction of a well-oriented k-tree G starts with a well-oriented k-clique 
called the base clique of G. An undirected graph is a k-tree (see, e.g. [32]), iff it is equal 
to und(G) for some well-oriented k-tree G. 
Lemma 6.5. Every well-oriented k-tree G satisfies the following properties: 
(i) it has no circuit, 
(ii) every k- or (k + 1)-clique in G is well-oriented, 
(iii) G has a semi-strong (k + l)-coloring. 
Proof. These three assertions are easily proved by induction on the construction of G. 
Assertion (ii) is similar to Theorem 2.4 in [32]. For establishing assertion (iii), note 
that a semi-strong (k + l)-coloring c of G can be constructed, inductively, together 
with G as follows: whenever we add a new vertex v by clause (iii) in Definition 6.4, 
which we shall write 
(01, v 2, . . ..uJJ 4 (Vl,UZ, . ...4,4 
we define its color c(v) as the unique in [k + l] that is not in {c(vl), . . . ,c(v,)>. 
Proposition 6.6. Every well-oriented k-tree has a good 3k-coloring. 
The special case of directed trees (with edges directed from the root to the leaves) 
which are well-oriented l-trees has already been considered in Section 3. Every such 
tree has a C,-coloring where the graph of colors C3 is the directed cycle: 
l-+2+3+1. 
Proof of Proposition 6.6. The result is actually a corollary of a result by Israeli and Li 
[26] on time-stamp systems. We follow the presentation of Cori and Sopena [7] 
where this latter result is also established. 
A time-stamp system of order k is a nonempty directed graph (satisfying the general 
assumption stated at the beginning of Section 2), in which every well-oriented k’-clique 
K, with k’ < k, has a dominator, i.e., a vertex v not in K, with an edge from each vertex 
of K towards it. 
It is proved in [7] and [26] that the lexicographical product of k - 1 copies of C3 is 
a time-stamp system of order k. Another construction, due to Zielonka [41], that is 
also given in [7], yields a time-stamp system of order k with k2k- ’ vertices. The result 
is then an immediate consequence of the following claim. 
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Claim. Let C be a time-stamp system of order k + 1. Every well-oriented k-tree has 
a C-coloring that is also semi-strong. 
Proof of the claim. Let C be as in the statement. Since it is nonempty, it has a l-clique 
(any vertex is a l-clique). This clique has a dominator, which yields a well-oriented 
2-clique and, by repeating the argument, well-oriented 3-, 4-, . . . and finally k-cliques. 
Let G be a well-oriented k-tree. The vertices of a well-oriented k-clique in C can be 
used to color the base clique of G. Consider now the successive additions of new 
vertices as in Definition 6.4. Each new vertex u is created from a well-oriented k-clique 
K. The colors of the vertices of K form a well-oriented k-clique K’ in C. Any 
dominator of K’ can be chosen as color of v. One obtains in this way a C-coloring of G. 
The coloring constructed in this way is also semi-strong. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.6. 0 
A partial k-tree is a subgraph of a k-tree, hence is undirected. A directed partial 
k-tree is any orientation of a partial k-tree. We denote by PTk the set of directed and 
undirected partial k-trees. 
Proposition 6.7. For every k, PT, E COL, + I. Every partial k-tree is und(G) for some 
directed partial k-tree G having a 3k-coloring that is good and semi-strong. 
Hence, partial k-trees are all in the set und(9,) where m = 3k (see Lemma 6.2). 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.6 and Lemma 6.5 because if c:V, -+ [k] is 
a coloring of G, if G’ is a subgraph of G, then the restriction of c to V,, is a coloring of 
G’. It is good or semi-strong if c is so. 0 
This establishes the assertions of Theorem 2.2 concerning partial k-trees (with the 
help of Proposition 6.1). We now consider the case of planar graphs. 
The indegree of a vertex x of a directed graph is the number of edges linking some 
vertex to x. The indegree of a directed graph is the maximum indegree of its vertices. (It 
follows that a well-oriented k-tree is of indegree k.) Outdegrees are defined symmetric- 
ally, by counting edges from x to other vertices. 
Lemma 6.8. Every planar graph has an orientation of indegree at most 3. 
Proof. Nash-Williams has proved in [31] that a graph G is the union of k forests if for 
every subgraph H of G, 
Card(E,) Q k. (Card(V,) - 1). 
If G is planar, then every subgraph H of G is planar and satisfies 
Card(EH) d 3. Card(VH) - 6 < 3(Card(VH) - 1) 
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hence G is the union of three forests. More precisely G = H, u Hz u H,, i.e., 
VG = VH, u VH2 v VH3 and EG = EH, u EH2 u EH3 where HI, H,, H3 are forests that 
are subgraphs of G. For each forest Hi, let us choose an orientation of indegree at most 
1. The desired orientation of G is defined as follows: an edge e of G is oriented as in Hi, 
where i is the smallest i such that e belongs to EHi. This orientation of G is of indegree 
at most 3. 0 
Lemma 6.9. Every directed planar graph of indegree at most 3 has a k-coloring that is 
good and semi-strong, where k = 64. 363. 
Proof. Let G be a directed planar graph G of indegree at most 3. Let c:V, -+ [4] be 
a 4-coloring of G. (The reader who does not believe that every planar graph is 
4-colorable may take 5 instead of 4 at some places in the following proof. The 
corresponding value of k is then 125.3 rz4.) We shall use c in order to construct a good 
and semi-strong coloring of G as required. This construction will use several steps. 
Step 1. We use c to construct a semi-strong 16-coloring c’ of G. For every i E [4], we 
let I’i = {x~V~jc(x) = i}. We let Gi be the subgraph of G consisting of the targets of 
these edges. It is planar. We now transform Gi into a planar graph Hi as follows. We 
let Vi be the set of vertices of Hi. We let an edge in Hi link x and z if and only if 
x --f y + z for some y in the graph Gi. (Note that y is not in I’,.) Since y is of indegree at 
most 3, one obtains a planar representation of Hi from any planar representation of 
Gi. We let yi be a 4-coloring of Hi, for each i = 1, . . . ,4. We let finally c’ : VG + [4] x [4] 
be such that c’(x) = (c(x), y+,(x)). We claim that c’ is semi-strong. 
For any two adjacent vertices x and y, we have c(x) # c(y) since c is a coloring. 
Hence c’(x) # c’(y), and c’ is a coloring. We now verify that c’ is semi-strong. Let x, y, 
z be vertices such that: x -+ z t y. If c(x) # c(y) then, c’(x) # c’(y) and we are done. 
Otherwise c(x) = c(y) = i and x and y are linked in Hi. Since yi is a coloring of Hi, we 
have y,(x) # yi(y), hence c’(x) = (i, yi(x)) # (i, yi(y)) = c’(y), as was to be proved. 
Step 2. We shall now construct from c’ a semi-strong 43-coloring c” of G such that 
for every three vertices x, y, z such that x + y -+ z, we have c”(x) # c”(z). 
We start from a semi-strong 16-coloring c’:V, + [16], constructed as above. For 
every i E [16], we let I+$ = {x E VG ICI(X) = i}. We build a graph Ki with set of vertices 
Wi. In this graph, we let an edge link x to z iff x + y -+ z (in G) for some y (necessarily 
in VG - Wi). Since c’ is a semi-strong coloring, we have no two edges x + y and x’ + y 
with x, x’ in Wi. Hence, the replacement of n + 1 edges x + y, y + zi, . . . . y -+ z, by 
n edges x + zl, . . . . x + z, is nothing but the contraction of the edge linking x to y, and 
the resulting graph Ki is planar. Let yli be a 4-coloring of Ki. The coloring of c” of 
G such that c”(x) = (c’(x), ~~~~~~ (x)) satisfies the required property. 
Step 3. The 43-coloring c” we have just constructed is not necessarily good. However, 
it satisfies condition (S) of the proof of Lemma 5.2. Hence, the construction of this 
lemma shows how to transform it into a good m-coloring of the same graph, where 
m = 64.363. It is easy to check that c”, as well as this last coloring are semi-strong. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.9. Cl 
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The assertions of Theorem 2.2 concerning planar graphs follow from Proposition 
6.1 and Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9. The number of colors used in this latter lemma is quite 
large (but the worse is to come). Raspaud has improved it by showing in [35] that 
every directed planar graph of indegree at most 3 has a good and semi-strong 
1620-coloring. 
We now consider the case of graphs that do not contain a fixed graph H as a minor. 
We first establish a lemma. 
Lemma 6.10. For every integers p and k, there is an integer N(k, p) satisfying the 
following: ifG is a bipartite directed graph with set of vertices Vu W where V and Ware 
disjoint and all edges of G link a vertex of V to a vertex of W, ifG is of indegree at most 
k and belongs to FORB(K,), then G has a semi-strong N(k, p)-coloring. 
Proof. We shall prove the existence of a satisfactory integer N(k, p) by induction on k. 
We first consider the case where k is at most 2. We let G’ be the undirected graph 
with set of vertices V and edges linking two vertices x and y iff there are edges in 
G linking x and y to some common vertex z in W. Then G’ is a minor of und(G). Hence 
K, is not a minor of G’ by the hypothesis on G. It follows from the result of Wagner 
[40] (see Bollobas [S, p. 3971) that G’ has a 2”-coloring. We can take N(k, p) = 2p + 1, 
because all vertices of W can be colored by a single color, distinct from those used 
for V. 
For the induction step, we let k be larger than 2. Every graph G as in the statement 
has three sets of edges E,, E2, ES, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) they are pairwise disjoint, 
(ii) for each i the graph Gi equal to G minus the edges in Ei (but with the same 
vertices as G) is of indegree at most k - 1, 
(iii) no two edges of any set Ei have the same target. 
The sets El, Ez, E, can be constructed successively as follows for i = 1, 2, 3: For 
each vertex w of W one picks in EG an edge with target w that is not in the sets Ej for 
any j < i and one puts it in EL. Each graph Gi has a semi-strong N(k - 1, p)-coloring 
denoted by ci, by the induction hypothesis. We can color a vertex x of G by c(x) = 
(c,(x), c,(x), c3(x)). Every edge of G belongs to some Gi, hence c is a coloring of G. 
Consider two edges of G linking x and y to some common z. They belong both to at 
least one of the graphs Gi, i = 1,2,3, by hypotheses (i) and (iii) on El, E,, E,. For this i, the 
color ci(X) is different from Ci(y). Hence c(x) is different from c(y), and c is semi-strong. 
This proves that N(k, p) := N(k - 1, P)~ satisfies the required properties. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Proposition 6.1 and previous remarks, it is enough to 
establish that for every undirected graph H, the set FORB(H) (of directed and 
undirected graphs) is included in %g,,, for some m, i.e., that every undirected graph in 
FORB(H) has an orientation G’ having a good and semi-strong m-coloring, where 
m depends only on H. We shall actually do the proof for the larger class 
L = FORB(K,), where p is the number of vertices of H. 
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Every graph in L is q-colorable by the result of Wagner already used in Lemma 
6.10, where q = 2p. (This integer will play the role of 4 in the proof of Lemma 6.9.) 
We first extend Lemma 6.8 to L. By a result of Mader [30] (see Bollobas 
[S, Theorem 1.14, page 375]), every graph G in L has at most 2P-3.Card(VG) edges. 
Hence every subgraph of G (which is also in L) has at most 2p-2. (Card(V,) - 1) edges, 
and the result of Nash-Williams [31], yields that G is the union of at most k forests, 
hence has an orientation of indegree at most k, where k = 2p-2. 
We now adapt the proof of Lemma 6.9 in order to establish that every directed 
graph in L of indegree at most k has an m-coloring that is good and semi-strong where 
m is an integer that depends only on p and k, hence only on p. We start from 
a q-coloring c of G. We shall transform it by three steps as in the proof of Lemma 6.9. 
We first construct from c a semi-strong coloring. We consider graphs Gi, construc- 
ted from c as in Step 1 of the proof of Lemma 6.9, for i = 1, . . . , k. By Lemma 6.10, each 
of them has a semi-strong N(k, p)-coloring denoted by ci. The coloring c such that 
c’(x) = (c(x), c,(,)(x)) is semi-strong and uses q. N(k, p) colors. 
We then construct graphs Wi from c’, for i = 1, . . . , q. N(k, p), as in Step 2 of Lemma 
6.9. Each of them is obtained from G by edge contractions and deletions, hence does not 
contain K, as a minor, and is q-colorable by Wagner [40], (recall that q = 29. Hence we 
obtain a semi-strong r-coloring of G satisfying condition (S) of Lemma 5.2, as in the 
proof of Lemma 6.9, where r = q2. N(k, p). By using Lemma 5.2, we obtain an m- 
coloring that is good and semi-strong, where m = r’ 3*-i. This concludes the proof. 0 
7. Conclusion and related results 
We have considered classes of graphs %Z on which the identity is (1,2)-definable, i.e., 
such that the transduction h, = (( 1 G 1 1, ) GI,) ) GE %‘} is definable. The corresponding 
definition schemes specify for every graph G in % a structure S = hq(lGll) isomorphic 
to I G j2. Its domain is Ds = Vu E, where I/ = VG x (0) represents the vertices of G in 
a natural way (i.e., (u, 0) represents u), and E E V, x { 1, . . ..m> represents EG in such 
a way that the incidence relations are definable in I G ( 1 by MS formulas. 
For every subclass L of such a class % we have the following: 
If 1 LI 1 has a decidable monadic theory, then so does I LIZ, hence the graphs in 
L have bounded tree-width. 
Because if a class of structures has a decidable theory, then its image under a definable 
transduction also has a decidable theory (this follows from Proposition 1.3), and the 
last assertion follows by Theorem 8 of [38]. 
We have also established that the transduction und-’ is definable on these classes, 
which means that orientations of the undirected graphs in these classes can be 
specified by monadic second-order formulas. 
One might also wish to specify in a similar way linear orders on the set of vertices of 
graphs. This is interesting for at least two reasons: firstly because the fact that 
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structures are linearly ordered helps in characterizing by logical formulas several 
complexity classes (see the survey by Immerman [25]), and secondly, because, in 
linearly ordered structures one can express in monadic second-order logic that the 
cardinality of a set is equal to p mod 4 [9], whereas this is not true in general. Let us 
observe that in a simple graph, a linear order on the set of edges can be defined (by 
a first-order formula) from a linear order on the set of vertices. Hence, it is sufficient to 
consider how sets of vertices can be linearly ordered. 
A class %? of simple graphs has a linear ordering definition scheme if there exist two 
monadic second-order formulas cp(Xi, . . . . X,) and 0(x, y, X1, . . . . X,) such that 
(i) for every graph G in %?, for every n-tuple Xi, . . . . X, of subsets of VG u EG, if 
IG12 b cp(Xi, . . . . X,) then the relation on VG defined by: 
is a linear order. 
(ii) for every graph G in %?, there exist Xi, . . . ,X, as in (i) satisfying cp. 
The following classes have such definition schemes: 
_ the class of graphs having a Hamiltonian path (this is clear since Hamiltonian paths 
can be specified by monadic second-order formulas with edge quantifications), 
-the class of unordered trees of degree at most k, for any fixed k (this is proved in [9]), 
-the class of graphs having a spanning forest of at most m trees, where each of these 
trees is of degree at most k (this follows easily from the previous case). 
There are certainly other interesting cases. Let us finally note that the class of all 
simple graphs has no linear ordering definition scheme. Otherwise, by the results of 
[9], one could express in monadic second-order logic that a graph has an even 
number of vertices, which is not the case as proved in [9]. 
A similar question concerns the definability of tree-decompositions. It has been 
conjectured in [ 1 l] that for every partial k-tree, some tree-decomposition of width at 
most k could be defined by a definable transduction. This conjecture can be stated in 
the following form, which is essentially equivalent to that of [l 11. 
Conjecture. For every positive integer k, there exist two monadic second-order formulas 
(p(X1, . . . . X,) and 19(x, y, X1, . . . . X,) such that 
(i) for every partial k-tree G, there exist Xl, . . . , X, such that I Glz 1 cp(X1,. . . , X,), and 
(ii) for every graph G, for every n-tuple Xl, . . ..X. of subsets of VG v EG, if 
IGlz ~cP(XI, . . . . X,) then the graph obtainedfrom G by the addition of an undirected edge 
linking any two vertices x and y such that ( G12 b 13(x, y, X1, . . ., X,) is a k-tree. 
This conjecture is formulated in terms of formulas with edge quantifications. 
However, by Theorem 2.2, if it holds for such formulas, it also holds for MS formulas 
using vertex quantifications only, It holds in the cases where k is 1 or 2. (See [ll].) 
The possibility of defining orientations in a similar way, for graphs and hyper- 
graphs, is the subject of [13]. 
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